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Abstract
White noise techniques are used to compare the two photoreceptor sub-types in blowfly retina, the short visual fibres (R1-6)
that code achromatic contrast, and the long visual fibres (R7 and R8) that together code wavelength distribution and polarisation
plane. Measurements of signal and noise spectra and contrast gain, taken across a broad intensity range, permit a detailed
comparison of coding efficiency under natural conditions of illumination. As a function of excitation (effective photons per
photoreceptor per second; hy:rec per s), adaptive changes in the long and short visual fibres are similar, suggesting that
post-rhodopsin their phototransduction cascades are identical. Under identical natural daylight conditions (photons per cm2 per
second; hy:cm2 per s) short visual fibres catch more photons, thus operating with a higher signal to noise ratio and faster response,
to consistently outperform the long visual fibres. Long visual fibres compensate for their poor quantum catch by having a higher
absolute gain (mV:hy) which at low light intensities enables them to achieve a level of contrast gain (mV:unit contrast) similar
to the short visual fibres. Differences in signal to noise ratios are related to known differences in photoreceptor structure and
synaptic frequency among visual interneurons. The principles of matching sensitivity and synapse number to quantum catch
described here could explain analogous differences between chromatic and achromatic pathways in mammalian and amphibian
retinas. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many retinas contain photoreceptors with different
wavelength sensitivities which, collectively, code both
the spatial and the spectral distribution of light inten-
sity. Like humans, the blowfly visual system has achro-
matic and chromatic pathways that are defined by the
distributions of photoreceptor colour types, and their
patterns of projection to interneurons (Strausfeld, 1984;
Wandell, 1995; Kaiser & Boynton, 1995). In this paper
we examine the different ways in which photoreceptors
serving achromatic and chromatic pathways code light
intensity. We relate differences in photoreceptor perfor-
mance to the need to balance chromatic and achro-
matic signals, to the advantages of tuning response
kinetics to the different statistics of chromatic and
achromatic images, and to the role that chromatic and
achromatic signals play in fly vision. We also suggest
that the different numbers of synapses used in chro-
matic and achromatic pathways reflect the reliability of
the signals that drive them.
This, the most detailed comparison yet of the perfor-
mance of different colour types in a single retina, is
made possible by: (1) an unambiguous anatomical and
physiological description of photoreceptor spectral
types, and their spatial distribution (rev. Hardie 1985;
Hardie, 1986). (2) A detailed neuroanatomical descrip-
tion of their projections (Strausfeld, 1984, 1989) and (3)
with technical refinements, the accessibility of receptor
colour types to intracellular recordings. Because record-
ings are made from an intact and minimally dissected
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Animal preparation and intracellular recording
Adult female blowflies, Calliphora 6icina, were taken
from a culture maintained in the department of Zoology,
University of Cambridge, and re-established annually
from wild stock. Animals were restrained by insertion
into a trimmed Gilson pipette tip, leaving the head
protruding from the tapered end. The head was sta-
bilised using a molten mixture of beeswax and rosin. A
chloridised silver wire, forming the indifferent electrode,
was inserted through the ventral surface of the cornea of
the recording eye. Using a chip of razor blade a small
hole, covering about ten facets, was cut in the dorsal
surface of the cornea to gain access to the retina. The
hole was sealed with silicon grease to limit dehydration
and consequent tissue shrinkage.
During experiments animals were maintained at a
temperature of 20–22°C. Intracellular responses were
recorded using borosilicate glass microelectrodes (glass:
Clark Electromedical Instruments, GC100FS-10; puller:
Brown-Flaming, P-87) filled with 3M KCl solution.
Electrode resistances were around 130 MV for recording
from the SVFs and around 200 MV to record from the
finer LVFs.
2.2. Data acquisition
Data acquisition was performed using an AxoClamp
2A (Axon Instruments) current and voltage clamp am-
plifier in bridge mode during signal to noise ratio (SNR)
measurements, or Discontinuous signal electrode Cur-
rent Clamp mode (DCC) for measuring the voltage
response to injected current. Stimulus and response were
low-pass filtered at 500 Hz (4-pole-Butterworth) prior to
sampling at 2 KHz to avoid aliasing. Data were recorded
via 12-bit ADC (TL-1 DMA interface, Axon Instru-
ments) and computer (Viglen III:33, 386 PC) to hard
disk.
The stimulus was recorded in units proportional to the
magnitude of the source photon flux. After calibration,
(Methods, ‘light stimulus’), this was re-scaled to an
effective photon flux, (photons transduced per photore-
ceptor per second, ph:rec per s). The voltage response
was recorded in units of mV.
2.3. Light stimulus
The light source was a high pressure 450 Watt Xenon
arc lamp (PRA model 301s) with optical feedback
stabilisation which suppressed fluctuations in light inten-
sity to below 0.5% (r.m.s.). Stimulation was via a light
guide aligned along the visual axis of the photoreceptor
and mounted on a Cardan arm with the fly’s head
positioned at the centre of rotation, 65 mm from
retina the photoreceptors operate properly and for use-
ful periods over the full range of natural light levels,
from a threshold for motion detection of 1.7 hy:rec per
s (Dubs, Laughlin & Srinivasan, 1981) to rates in excess
of 107 hy:rec per s, corresponding to full daylight.
These high daylight rates are similar to those estimated
for human cones (Kaiser & Boynton, 1995; Rodieck,
1998).
In the blowfly the division between achromatic and
chromatic pathways is clear. The achromatic pathway
is driven by photoreceptors called short visual fibres
(SVFs) because their axons terminate in the first optic
neuropile. Here the SVFs make numerous chemical
synapses with a well defined set of interneurons that
project a considerable distance to specific locations in
the second optic neuropile, the medulla. The photore-
ceptors driving the chromatic pathway are termed long
visual fibres (LVFs) because their axons project directly
to the medulla, without synapsing in the lamina (Cajal
& Sanchez, 1915).
The achromatic pathway is stronger than the chro-
matic. There are six short visual fibres in every omma-
tidium, designated R1-6, and these all have an identical
broad spectral sensitivity function, with twin peaks at
350 and 510 nm (rev. Hardie, 1985). By comparison
there are only two LVFs in each ommatidium, desig-
nated R7 and R8. These have narrower optical cross
sections, sharp single-peaked spectral sensitivities that
are confined to the UV or to the green, and share the
same light because R7 sits on top of R8. In addition to
coding chromatic information, the LVFs R7 and R8
also differ in their sensitivity to the plane of polarisa-
tion, which further reduces their overall quantal catch
(Hardie, 1985, 1986).
In this paper we will demonstrate that, under natural
daylight, the LVFs receive far fewer photons than the
SVFs, which results in the chromatic pathway operat-
ing at a lower signal to noise ratio than the achromatic
pathway. Our analysis of performance suggests that the
phototransduction cascades of the different photorecep-
tor types differ only in the opsins used to drive the
response. Thus, the lower photon rates in LVFs pro-
duce less light-adaptation, resulting in a poorer fre-
quency response. We propose that the LVFs’ slow
responses are more appropriate for a pathway that
receives a less reliable signal, and operates with a
reduced spatial bandwidth. Finally, we note that the
poorer signal to noise ratio of chromatic receptors
could explain the smaller number of synapses employed
by interneurons serving the chromatic pathway. These
findings from the fly go some way to explain similar
differences between another minority class of photore-
ceptor in primates, the short wave cones, and their
more numerous companions, the long and medium
wave sensitive cones.
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the tip of the guide. The light guide tip subtended 6° of
arc at the cornea. For SNR measurement the arc
output was modulated via the optical feedback unit
using a computer generated pseudorandom sequence to
produce a stimulus which was spectrally flat up to 300
Hz, with a Gaussian probability distribution.
A white noise stimulus has several advantages over
step or swept sinusoidal stimuli. Relatively short stimu-
lation times are needed to collect large quantities of
data because white noise is rich in information. Noise
stimuli also linearise the photoresponse (Marmarelis &
Marmarelis, 1978). This enhances the validity of apply-
ing linear analysis techniques such as the Fourier trans-
form to a system which, although roughly linear under
low contrast conditions, possesses inherent non-lineari-
ties, e.g. rectification. Perhaps most importantly, al-
though the contrast stimulus used here has a roughly
flat spectrum it provides a more realistic representation
of the signals encountered by photoreceptors under
natural conditions, particularly with regard to the
phase composition, as opposed to traditional alterna-
tives such as flashes, steps and swept sinusoids.
To correct for contamination of the stimulus by noise
(primarily from the optical feedback circuit) the arc
output was monitored at the entrance to the light guide
by a PIN photo-diode and this sequence fed back, via
the ADC, to the computer, thus providing a precise
record of the changing light level from which the stimu-
lus contrast could be calculated. Owing to the random
nature of the stimulus it was considered unrealistic to
specify contrast in terms of a ratio comprising the
highest and lowest light intensities. Instead, the mean
contrast level was defined statistically as the standard
deviation in photon flux over the mean flux (Kou-
valainen, Weckstro¨m & Juusola, 1994).
An arc lamp cannot be modulated as strongly as
some light sources, e.g. LEDs. To avoid over driving
and subsequent clipping of the stimulus waveform,
r.m.s. contrasts were kept well within the lamp’s peak
modulation depth of 40%, and set at a mean contrast of
15%. The adapting background light intensity was ad-
justed using a combination of quartz neutral density
(ND) filters positioned over the exit aperture of the
light guide. The filters provided variation over 8 log
units of intensity.
Only a fraction of the light leaving the light guide is
transduced. To estimate the intensity in effective pho-
tons (those that are successfully transduced), the light
guide was first aligned along the optical axis of the
photoreceptor by maximising the voltage response to
brief flashes of dim light. After a 20-min period of dark
adaptation, the light source was presented, but now
strongly attenuated by a combination of ND filters, so
that events elicited by the absorption of single photons,
quantum bumps, (Yeandle, 1958; Fuortes & Yeandle,
1964; Lillywhite, 1977) could be individually resolved.
The effective photon rate was calculated by counting
approximately 100 bumps and then dividing this num-
ber by the time interval over which the bumps oc-
curred. By extrapolating this bump rate as a function of
source attenuation, the effective light intensity in hy:rec
per s for any combination of neutral density filters
could be predicted. This method assumes that the num-
ber effective photons changes in proportion to the
attenuation of the light source, i.e. light adaptation
does not effect the efficiency with which photons are
transduced and neglects certain factors, e.g. activation
of the longitudinal pupil at high light intensities
(Kirschfeld & Franceschini, 1969; Howard, Blakeslee
and Laughlin, 1987). Even so, the calibration is useful
because it enables the performance of the long and
short visual fibres be compared under similar condi-
tions of excitation.
2.4. Experimental protocol
Often the first few photoreceptors encountered dur-
ing electrode penetration have damaged optics, incurred
when cutting the corneal access hole. To check that the
internal optical path was intact, angular sensitivity was
roughly estimated by scanning the light guide across the
optical axis of the photoreceptor using the azimuth and
elevation controls on the Cardan arm. Damaged optics
generally result in photoreceptors with lower sensitivity
to a point source and broad angular sensitivity func-
tions. Such cells were rejected.
A series of interference filters (Ealing) were used to
spectrally identify the photoreceptor subtypes. Initially
the on axis responses of several SVFs to brief flashes of
light at 360, 480 and 540 nm were adjusted by placing
a combination of gelatin neutral density filters in front
of each interference filter so that flashes of different
colours produced the same amplitude of non saturating
voltage response. LVFs could then be accurately iden-
tified on the basis of a unique set of responses to these
three test wavelengths. The most commonly encoun-
tered LVFs, R7 cells are UV receptors, consequently
they produce virtually no response to stimulation above
480 nm. Interference filters were not available to distin-
guish between the R7 subclasses, 7y and 7p which have
similar spectral sensitivities with closely aligned peaks
(rev. Hardie, 1986). However, both classes of R8 cell,
8y and 8p, could be reliably identified although these
were only rarely encountered. To verify identification,
check electrode recording quality, and photoreceptor
condition, voltage responses to steps of injected current
were also recorded. SVFs posses a powerful, slowly
activating, delayed rectifier potassium conductance ab-
sent from LVFs (Anderson & Hardie, 1996). Conse-
quently, the voltage response of the SVFs to positive
current injection is less pronounced, and plateaus more
slowly.
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After allowing at least 20 min dark adaptation, and
then counting quantum bumps (see above), the lowest
adapting background light intensity was introduced and
the photoreceptor allowed to light adapt for about 2
min. A series of identical pseudorandom contrast stim-
uli (usually 100) were then presented on axis and the
voltage responses, together with the stimulus sequence,
recorded to hard disk. Each sequence lasted for 1 s,
with a gap of around half a second between sequences.
Owing to the relatively short sequence length of 2048
points, a limitation imposed by the hardware, to in-
crease accuracy and flatten the stimulus spectrum, this
procedure was repeated for five different pseudoran-
dom sequences, giving 500 presentations in all. The
background light intensity was then increased and the
photoreceptor allowed to adapt for a further 2 min
before repeating the procedure.
2.5. Analysis
All analysis was performed off-line using computer
software written by one of the authors (JCA) in
AxoBasic (ver. 1.1 Axon Instruments) running within a
QBASIC environment, incorporating a library of FFT
routines (387FFT, ver. 1.0H, NTP software, Microway
LTD).
2.6. Signal to noise ratio
The ratio of contrast induced signal power (variance)
to noise power (SNR) tells us how well signals are
coded by the photoreceptor. A more precise and de-
tailed comparison of performance is achieved by calcu-
lating this ratio as a function of frequency, SNR( f ),
using the Fourier transform. By convention, the SNR is
usually normalised to unit contrast making the assump-
tion of linearity between stimulus contrast and SNR
(Howard et al., 1987). This assumption is approxi-
mately valid for contrasts under 40% (Leutscher-Hazel-
hoff, 1975), and our stimulus contrast of 15% is well
within this range. Under natural conditions the mean
contrast is not 100%, it is nearer 40% (Laughlin, 1981),
consequently the definition of SNR adopted here over-
estimates the naturally occurring ratio. However, this
definition is convenient because the reciprocal of the
SNR gives the equivalent contrast of the noise.
The method used here for calculating photoreceptor
signal and noise involves averaging the photoreceptor
voltage response to an identical contrast stimulus and is
described in several papers (French & Ja¨rvilehto, 1978;
Kouvalainen et al., 1994; Juusola, Weckstro¨m, Uusi-
talo, Korenberg & French, 1995; de Ruyter van
Steveninck & Laughlin, 1996a,b). This technique en-
ables the signal, which is correlated with the stimulus,
to be separated from the noise, which is uncorrelated.
The strength of the time domain averaging method lies
in its ability to distill accurate information from a noise
contaminated voltage response. As with most tech-
niques involving intracellular recording, problems arise
from the need to average the response several times in
order to estimate the photoreceptor signal. When
recording from the SVFs this did not present much of
a problem because maintaining stable recordings was
relatively easy. However, in the long visual fibres, their
smaller size (Cajal & Sanchez, 1915), and the need for
much finer and consequently more noisy electrodes,
made accurate data much more difficult to obtain.
Often cells would be lost during a sequence of stimulus
presentation, particularly under light adapted condi-
tions, so that fewer recordings were obtained from long
visual fibres.
Uncorrelated noise power in the averaged voltage
response is inversely proportional to the number of
iterations. After many presentations of an identical
sequence of white noise the average voltage response
approximates that due to the stimulus only, which can
be used to calculate the contrast induced signal vari-
ance or signal power spectral density.
By subtracting the averaged response to many stimu-
lus presentations away from the voltage response to a
single presentation, the uncorrelated noise was esti-
mated. To correct for the contribution of electrode and
amplifier noise, approximately 100 records of voltage
noise were obtained from outside the cell, immediately
after the electrode had been withdrawn. The average
variance of these noise samples, or their mean power
spectral density, was subtracted from the variance of
the total uncorrelated noise, or the equivalent power
spectral density function. This provided an estimate of
the photoreceptor noise variance, or noise power spec-
tral density respectively.
2.7. Contrast gain, frequency response and dead time
The frequency dependent ratio between photorecep-
tor voltage signal, S( f ), and stimulus contrast, C( f ),
gives the photoreceptor contrast gain, G( f ). The in-
verse Fourier transform of the photoreceptor contrast
gain function gives the photoreceptor impulse response,
ir(t) while squaring the ratio gives the frequency depen-
dent contrast power gain, CPG( f ).
Photoreceptors are not minimum phase systems, they
incorporate a pure time delay (French, 1980). To esti-
mate the size of the pure delay, or dead time, the
equivalent minimum phase was calculated from the
Hilbert transform of the logarithm of the contrast gain
function (de Ruyter van Steveninck & Laughlin,
1996b). The frequency dependent phase shift in degrees,
f( f ), caused by the pure delay is simply the difference
between the measured phase and the predicted mini-
mum phase. The corresponding delay, Dt( f ) is simply
f( f ):360f, where f is the frequency in Hertz. In theory,
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Dt( f ), should be a constant. However, the inductive
effects of voltage dependent conductances introduce
positive phase shifts in to the measured response at low
temporal frequencies. Also, the poor signal to noise
ratio of the voltage response at high stimulus frequen-
cies reduces the accuracy with which phase shifts can be
measured. Therefore the true delay is estimated over an
intermediate range of frequencies where Dt( f ) is ap-
proximately flat.
2.8. Estimating bump rate and duration
At any adapting background light intensity, the
voltage waveform results from the superposition of
discrete events called quantum bumps (Yeandle, 1958;
Fuortes & Yeandle, 1964; Lillywhite, 1977). The bump
duration and bump rate serve as a basis for comparing
the mechanisms which underlie phototransduction. At
low light levels the bumps are individually resolvable.
As photon flux increases the bumps begin to overlap
and fuse to produce a noisy depolarisation. Although
individual bumps are now indiscernible, bump parame-
ters can be inferred from measurements of the noise
power spectral density, N( f )2, (Dodge, Knight & Toy-
oda, 1968; Wong & Knight, 1980; Wong, Knight &
Dodge, 1982). The approach assumes that the bumps
composing the voltage signal are all identical, summate
linearly, and can described in the time domain by:
b(t)
a
G(k1)t
t
t
k
e t:t (1)
where a is a scaling factor, k and t are coefficients
which determine the bump shape and G(x) is the g-
function. The bump waveform in the time domain
represents the impulse response of a simple linear filter.
The squared Fourier transform of Eq. (1) is:
B( f )2 a 
2
(1 (2ptf )2)k1
(2)
where B( f )2 represents the power transfer function of
the process underlying bump generation. The noise
power spectral density is simply the product of this
transfer function and the Poisson process describing the
temporal occurrence of photon events. The coefficients
a, k and t were found by fitting Eq. (2) to the photore-
ceptor noise power spectra, and the effective bump
duration, T was calculated from the fitting parameters
according to:
Tt
(G(k1))2 22k1
G(2k1)
(3)
The estimation of bump rate also assumes that bump
events can be described by a linear filter. However,
unlike earlier methods applied to the elementary events
occurring at the motor end plate (Katz & Miledi, 1972)
this method does not require a membrane model relat-
ing the voltage response to the magnitude of the under-
lying conductance events. Instead, the effective Poisson
rate, Peff( f ), of the bumps, is the frequency dependent
ratio between photoreceptor contrast power gain,
CPG( f ), and the power spectral density of the noise,
N( f )( de Ruyter van Steveninck & Laughlin, 1996b).
In theory, the predicted Poisson rate should be the
same for all frequencies, however, in practice the rate
falls off towards higher frequencies because the latency
distribution of signal induced bump events limits the
bandwidth of the gain function. There is also a roll-off
at low temporal frequencies. This is due in part to
voltage dependent conductances in the photoreceptor
membrane which suppress the relatively large response
induced by the contrast stimulus more than that due to
shot events. The effect can be minimised by using very
low contrast stimuli, however, in practice this increases
the number of averages necessary. Thus, an accurate
estimate of the contrast induced signal is obtained at
the expense of accuracy in the Poisson rate estimate, at
low temporal frequencies. As both of these factors
reduce the effective Poisson rate, the maximum value,
Pmax, is taken as the closest approximation to the true
underlying rate (de Ruyter van Steveninck & Laughlin,
1996b).
2.9. Estimating relati6e capture efficiencies of the long
and short 6isual fibres
The long and short visual fibres are not equally
efficient at capturing incident photons. To ascertain the
functional significance of the structural and physiologi-
cal differences which influence performance, we esti-
mated the number of photons transduced by the long
and short visual fibres under identical natural
conditions.
The effective photon flux per receptor per second,
xeff, is approximated by:
xeff
& 650 nm
300 nm
I(l) · A(l)dl · opt · qce (4)
where I(l) is the photon flux (hy:cm2: per s per nm)
irradiating from a 50% reflective Lambert surface; in
this case illuminated under clear sky conditions and
measured with the sun at 60° solar altitude, around
noon, (Dixon, 1978). A(l) is the on axis spectral sensi-
tivity function of the photoreceptor, measured intracel-
lularly, and normalised to peak wavelength (Hardie &
Kirschfeld, 1983), opt is the effective aperture of the
optics, and qce is the quantum capture efficiency of the
photoreceptor.
I(l) was calculated from the spectral energy distribu-
tion of Australian sunlight (Dixon, 1978) according to
Planck’s equation:
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I(l)
E(l)l
2hc
(5)
where E(l) is the irradiant energy in watts:cm2:s per
nm, l is the wavelength in metres (m), h is Planck’s
constant and, c is the velocity of light in m:s. The factor
2 in the denominator accounts for the 50% reflectance
of the Lambert surface.
In the fly’s neural superposition eye a single facet
projects a region of visual space onto the distal tip of a
photoreceptor’s rhabdomere. Based on the geometry of
the optics (Land, 1981), Opt is the effective aperture
and takes into account the geometric capture areas of
the facet lens and rhabdom tip:
opt
p
4
2 D
fl
2
d2 (6)
where D is the facet lens diameter, (30 mm; Seitz, 1968),
fl is the lens focal length, (60 mm; Seitz, 1968) and, d is
the diameter of the rhabdomere, 1 mm in the LVFs, and
around 2 mm in the SVFs (Horridge, Mimura &
Hardie, 1976). These are average values as those mea-
sured vary across the eye (rev. Hardie, 1985), and in the
case of d in the SVFs, also along the length of the
rhabdomere (Boschek, 1971). One problem with consid-
ering geometrical optics alone, is that it ignores wave-
guide effects, which determine the fraction of light that
propagates within the rhabdomere (rev. Snyder, 1979).
LVFs in particular, have diameters small enough that
geometrical methods, at best, provide an approximation
of the true effective aperture. No attempt was made to
correct for this potential source of error.
The fraction of available light absorbed by the recep-
tor, qce, is the product of that fraction transmitted by
the optics jl and that absorbed by the visual pigment
thus:
qcejl(1e
kl l) (7)
where kl is equal to the fraction of light absorbed over
a 1 mm length of rhabdomere. kl is wavelength depen-
dent, (although in this case is assumed to be constant)
and has been accurately measured at peak absorbance
in lobster, and found to be 0.0067 mm1 (Bruno,
Barnes & Goldsmith, 1977). l is the average rhab-
domere length, and is around 200 mm in the SVFs
(Strausfeld & Blest, 1970). Given the relatively large
differences in rhabdomere length between R8 cells (80
mm) and R7 cells (130 mm) (Trujillo-Ceno´z, 1972), two
independent qce values for the different classes of LVF
were calculated. The fraction of light transmitted by the
lens facet and crystalline cone, jl, is unknown, but was
estimated using Eq. (7) and the SVF qce of 0.46 mea-
sured for an extended light source of monochromatic
light at optimal wavelength (Dubs et al., 1981). It was
assumed that the optics attenuate the same fraction of
light regardless of which class of photoreceptor is sub-
sequently excited. This assumption is only partly valid
because jl is wavelength dependent. Although above
330 nm the transmittance of the diopteric apparatus
can be considered roughly constant, below this value it
decreases rapidly (Kolb, Autrum & Eguchi, 1969).
Thus, the qce value for R7 cells which respond strongly
in the UV will be over estimated. There is no easy way
around this problem and no attempt was made to
correct for this error.
If it is assumed that the relative wavelength distribu-
tion of light changes only slightly during the day, then
the percentage of surface reflected photons transduced
defines a linear function relating illumination (hy:cm2
per s) to effective photons (hy:rec per s). On the basis
of this relationship we were able to predict the perfor-
mance of the long and short visual fibres under natural
conditions.
3. Results
In the following analysis all photoreceptors were
spectrally identified (Methods; Anderson & Hardie,
1996) and gave stable recordings. Cells were returned to
darkness on completion of the light stimulation proto-
col. Those which did not recover their original dark
resting potentials were rejected. In all, data from nine
LVFs, (seven of R7, one of each 8P and 8Y; dark
resting potential, ER 59.796.4 mV; are compared
to 15 SVFs (ER 57.692.72 mV). Here, and
throughout the text, all errors are standard deviations
unless otherwise stated)
3.1. LVFs catch fewer photons than SVFs under
identical conditions of natural illumination
On a clear day, the number of hy:cm2 per s irradiat-
ing from a 50% reflective Lambert surface increases
with wavelength so that UV photons are relatively
sparse (Fig. 1a). We calculated (Methods) the effective
photon rate per photoreceptor subtype Eq. (4) and
found that, at all wavelengths, short visual fibres trans-
duce photons at a much greater rate than long visual
fibres (Fig. 1b). This difference is due to the SVF’s
larger effective aperture, broad spectral sensitivity and
longer rhabdom, all of which increase the likelihood of
an incident photon being absorbed.
For each photoreceptor the total number of photons
transduced per second (hy:rec per s) was estimated by
integrating the photon rate vs. wavelength curves (Fig.
1b; legend). In full daylight SVFs absorb 7 * 107 hy:rec
per s compared to an average of 5106 hy:rec per s for
the LVFs. Thus, in theory, SVFs are around 13 times
more likely to absorb a photon, or 1.1 log units more
sensitive. Owing to the relative scarcity of short wave-
length photons, R7 cells (R7p, R7y) catch fewer quanta
than R8 cells (R8y, R8p), around 3106 hy:rec per s
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as opposed to 7106 hy:rec:s making them approxi-
mately 21 times less sensitive than the SVFs (1.3 log
units). How closely do these theoretical predictions
match experimental measurements?
Our Xenon arc light is similar, but not spectrally
identical, to daylight (Wyszecki & Stiles, 1982). During
calibration it was noted that more light was required to
count bumps in LVFs than SVFs. Extrapolated bumps
rate at 6 log units neutral density attenuation were
1.5190.88 hy:rec per s averaged across 5 R7 cells and
45920.2 hy:rec per s across eight SVFs, making them
around 30 times more sensitive. Although this ratio is
slightly larger than predicted, (probably because the
method used does not take account of the unique
spectral energy distribution of the arc lamp, photore-
ceptor wave-guide properties or the spectral transmis-
sion of the diopteric apparatus) both estimates
emphasise that, under daylight conditions, the long
visual fibres catch photons at a rate that is approxi-
mately 5% of that achieved by the short visual fibres.
Fig. 2. (a) The effective Poisson rate (Peff) calculated from the ratio of
contrast power gain to noise power spectral density (Methods) in a
long and short visual fibre covering a 4 log unit intensity range. (b)
The maximum effective Poisson rate (Pmax) is compared to effective
photon rates estimated by extrapolating from bumps counted at low
light intensities. LVFs loose quantum efficiency, i.e. fail to satisfy the
equivalence relationship (dotted line) at a lower effective photon rate
when compared to SVFs. (c) Both types of photoreceptor loose
quantum efficiency at similar daylight intensities.
Fig. 1. (a) Spectral energy distribution (dotted line) of Australian
daylight measured at 60° solar altitude on a clear day (Dixon, 1978)
used to calculate photon flux (solid line) as a function of wavelength
according to Eq. (5). (b) Effective photon flux (hy:rec per s) estimated
for different classes of photoreceptor in fly retina according to Eq.
(4). Integrating these curves (legend) reveals that in daylight a short
visual fibre traps around 20 times more photons than any class of
long visual fibre.
3.2. LVFs loose quantum efficiency at a lower le6el of
excitation than SVFs
At any light intensity the photoreceptor voltage re-
sponse is composed of a number of miniature discrete
voltage events or quantum bumps (Yeandle, 1958;
Fuortes & Yeandle, 1964; Lillywhite, 1977). The ran-
dom (Poisson) nature of quantal absorption means
that, even when the light level is constant, the macro-
scopic voltage response is inherently noisy (Dodge et
al., 1968). Here we compare the Poisson event rate,
Peff( f ), calculated from signal and noise (Methods; de
Ruyter van Steveninck & Laughlin, 1996b), with effec-
tive photon absorption rates, extrapolated from counts
of quantum bumps made at very low light levels (Meth-
ods). This comparison highlights any reduction in
quantum efficiency that takes place during light adapta-
tion. Such a reduction might be produced by a reduc-
tion in the photoreceptor’s ability to trap and transduce
the photons that strike the cornea (e.g. the closing of
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the longitudinal pupil) or by an increase in the relative
amplitude of intrinsic noise at later stages of signal
generation.
The Poisson event rate, Peff( f ), was estimated at five
different adapting background light intensities (Fig. 2a)
and the maximum rate at each light intensity was
plotted against the predicted effective bump rate for
two long and two short visual fibres (Fig. 2b). In both
types of photoreceptor the Poisson rate and extrapo-
lated bump rate are equal up to around 104 hy:rec per
s. Above this level, however, the Poisson event rate falls
short of the rate estimated by extrapolating bump
counts, first in the LVFs, and then, above approxi-
mately 105 hy:rec per s, in the SVFs. Thus, LVFs loose
quantum efficiency at lower rates of photon catch than
SVFs.
When the Poisson event rate is replotted as a func-
tion of daylight illumination (Fig. 2c) the extrapolated
rates fall short of the measured Poisson rate at a similar
light level, around 1014 hy:cm2 per s. These findings
demonstrate that, although LVFs loose quantum effi-
ciency at lower rates of photon catch, the change in
efficiency occurs at approximately the same level of
natural illumination. Above this level the quantum
efficiencies of both photoreceptor types reduce with
similar dependencies on intensity. This parallel decline
suggests that the signal to noise ratios of achromatic
and chromatic pathways are matched.
3.3. Differences in absolute gain (mV:hy) allow the
long and short 6isual fibres to operate with similar
contrast gains (mV:unit contrast)
Long and short visual fibres produce a sustained
depolarisation to a maintained increase in light inten-
sity (rev. Hardie, 1985). In both cell classes a plot of
this sustained depolarisation versus the logarithm of
intensity, the steady state V:log I curve, is sigmoidal,
rising from a threshold at low light intensities, to
plateau at higher light levels (Fig. 3a). The data are well
fitted by a modified form of the self shunting formula
(Lipetz, 1971):
V
Vm · (S · I)c
(S · I)c1
(8)
where V is the measured steady state depolarisation, Vm
is the maximum steady state depolarisation, I is the
photon flux (hy:rec per s or hy:cm2 per s), and S is the
reciprocal of the photon flux required to give half the
maximum steady state response. The exponent c deter-
mines the slope of the V:log I curve.
LVFs require fewer quanta than SVFs to attain a
given level of steady state response (Fig. 3a). In addi-
tion, LVFs achieve a maximum depolarisation of 349
5.0 mV (n5), that is almost 10 mV greater than the
corresponding maximum response recorded in the SVFs
of 24.391.2 mV (n8). These findings confirm that
dark adapted LVFs have a higher voltage gain (mV:hy)
than SVFs (Hardie, 1985) and demonstrate that this
higher absolute sensitivity is maintained when the retina
is light adapted.
The steady state potential is measured several sec-
onds after a change in light intensity, when photorecep-
tors have adapted to the new background light level.
However, at low light levels, adaptation, particularly
that due to the activation of rectifying potassium con-
ductances, is marginal. Consequently, for effective pho-
ton rates less than around 3000 hy:rec per s in SVFs,
and 200 hy:rec per s in LVFs (Fig. 3a; arrows), the
steady state V:log I response approximates the dark
adapted transient V:log I curve, and thus provides an
estimate of the photoreceptor’s contrast gain (Laughlin
& Hardie, 1978). At low effective photon rates the slope
of the steady state LVF V:log I curve increases more
sharply than that of the SVF’s (Fig. 3a), so that LVF’s
have a higher contrast gain, i.e. LVFs can code contrast
more effectively despite having absorbed fewer quanta.
If the V:log I curves are replotted as a function of
natural illumination (hy:cm2per s), as opposed to exci-
tation (hy:rec per s), the steady state responses overlay
one another (Fig. 3b).Thus a high absolute sensitivity
enables the LVFs to compensate for their relatively
poor quantum catch and code contrast with a gain
similar to the SVFs, at least at low levels of natural
illumination, as effectively as the SVFs. Fig. 3b also
shows the steady state response for a hypothetical LVF
that is given the same voltage gain and hence absolute
sensitivity, as an SVF. Clearly if both classes of pho-
toreceptor had similar absolute sensitivities, then LVFs
Fig. 3. (a) Steady state V:log I curves measured in long (n5) and
short (n8) visual fibres (9S.D) fitted by self shunting model Eq.
(8). (b) Under dim daylight, long and short visual fibres have a
similar level of contrast gain, as judged by the slope of the V:log I
curve (see text for details). The predicted response of a long visual
fibre (dashed line) with an absolute sensitivity identical to that of a
short visual fibre illustrates that if both classes of photoreceptor had
a similar absolute gain, the LVFs would only be able to code contrast
effectively at higher light intensities.
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Fig. 4. Noise and signal power (variance) measured in long and short visual fibres at different effective photon rates (hy:rec per s). (a) At low
photon rates contrast gain is higher in LVFs than SVFs making them more noisy. Self shunting is likely to be responsible for the equalisation
of noise power at high photon rates (see text). (b) The higher LVF contrast gain at low photon rates also explains the relative differences in signal
power when compared to SVFs. Under dim daylight this difference normalises photoreceptor signal power across the retina (right hand graph).
Under bright conditions signal power in the SVFs is much greater than the LVFs, a reflection of their higher temporal bandwidth (see text).
would only be able to code contrast as effectively as
SVFs at much higher light intensities.
Differences in contrast gain can also be estimated
from levels of photoreceptor voltage noise. Because any
given effective photon rate, N, defines the equivalent
contrast of the r.m.s voltage noise, 1:
N (e.g. de
Ruyter van Steveninck & Laughlin, 1996a), differences
in the variance of the noise recorded from the long and
short visual fibres measured at similar levels of excita-
tion (hy:rec per s) indicate differences in contrast gain.
The noise variance in both types of photoreceptor
initially rises with increasing quantum catch reaching a
maximum at around 103 hy:rec:s before decreasing
(Fig. 4a). The peak measured in the LVFs is much
higher, 1.8490.32 mV2 (n6) compared to 0.489
0.12 mV2 (n8) in the SVFs. In common with our
estimates from steady state depolarisation levels, these
results imply that LVFs have a higher contrast gain at
relatively low light intensities (B104 hy:rec per s). At
high photon rates noise variances are similar (Fig. 4a).
For example, at 106 hy:rec per s the noise variance in
the SVFs is 0.1890.05 mV2 (n4) compared to
0.1990.06 mV2 (n3) in the LVFs, suggesting that
the respective contrast gains are also similar. One prob-
lem with using this method is the assumption that
intrinsic noise and recording noise are similar for both
cell types. Higher resistance electrodes were necessary
to record from the LVFs and although attempts were
made to correct for additional noise it is quite possible
that accuracy of the variance estimates was
compromised.
A more accurate way of comparing contrast gains is
to directly measure the contrast induced voltage signal
(Fig. 4b). Contamination by extraneous sources of
noise is limited because this method relies on averaging
in the time domain (Methods). The total power of the
voltage response clearly increases more sharply in LVFs
than SVFs as a function of effective photons, confirm-
ing that they have a higher contrast gain at low rates of
photon flux.
Above 105 hy:rec per s the signal level in the LVFs
begins to plateau while that in the SVFs continues to
rise. At 106 hy:rec per s, signal power in the LVFs has
reached 3.0890.77 mV2:unit contrast2 (n5) com-
pared to 5.4390.28 mV2:unit contrast2 (n6) in the
SVFs demonstrating that SVFs have a higher contrast
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gain at high light levels. Several factors may underlie
the differences in contrast gain at high light levels.
LVFs depolarise more than SVFs in response to ab-
sorbed photons (Fig. 3a). As a result, self shunting
reduces the size of the potential driving the light gated
ion flux to a greater degree, which in turn will produce
a corresponding reduction in both signal and noise
variance. In addition, we cannot rule out the possibility
that the number of available transduction units has
been saturated (Howard et al., 1987) in LVFs. One
problem with using variances to compare contrast cod-
ing in the long and short visual fibres is that we are
unable to take account of any adaptive changes in
temporal characteristics of the contrast signal. Does
resolving contrast gain frequency by frequency (Fig. 5)
provide any additional clues why differences between
LVFs and SVFs become more pronounced under
strongly light adapting conditions?
3.4. SVFs code higher temporal frequencies than LVFs
From the ratio between the Fourier transforms of the
photoreceptor voltage response, S( f ), and the stimulus
contrast, C( f ), we obtain the amplitude components of
the photoreceptor’s frequency response, G( f ), ex-
pressed as contrast gain. At the three lower light levels
the frequency responses of SVFs and LVFs are similar
(Fig. 5a). Their contrast gains are almost identical at
low frequencies, although the gain of LVFs rolls off
more sharply at higher frequencies. These similarities in
frequency response agree with the observation made
above, namely that the contrast gains of the two cell
types are similar a low light levels.
In both cells types, and in accordance with previous
studies of SVF’s (Zettler, 1969; French, 1980; Howard
et al., 1987; Juusola, Kouvalainen, Ja¨rvilehto & Weck-
stro¨m, 1994), photoreceptor bandwidth increases with
the effective photon flux. Bandwidth is expressed in
terms of the corner frequency (Laughlin & Weckstro¨m,
1993), defined as the frequency at which power falls to
half maximum and gain to 1:
2 maximum. Up to 104
hy:rec per s the corner frequencies of LVFs match
those of SVFs. Above this level SVFs outstrip LVFs
(Fig. 5b), increasing to 5593.5 Hz (n5) at 106 hy:rec
per s, compared with 3794.5 Hz (n4) in LVFs.
Furthermore, the gain of SVFs continues to increase
with light level over this same intensity range, but this
rise is not matched by LVFs (Fig. 5a). In addition to
having a higher gain at higher temporal frequencies,
fully light-adapted SVFs exhibit a reduction in low
frequency gain (Fig. 5a; arrows) which is either absent
or far less apparent in all the light adapted LVFs tested.
The functional consequences of these differences in
gain and frequency response are clearly demonstrated
when, by incorporating the effects of the relative sensi-
tivities of LVF and SVF’s to daylight, we consider
performance as a function of level of natural illumina-
tion. At any given illumination the corner frequency of
the SVFs is higher than the LVFs; by a factor of 1.3 at
1014 hy:cm2 per s and rising to 1.6 in full daylight.
These measurements confirm that, under natural condi-
tions, the colour coding LVFs have a slower response
than the achromatic SVFs. The spectra also suggest
that the SVFs transmit more signal power than LVFs
because the SVFs have a wider temporal bandwidth.
LVF corner frequency (Fig. 5b) and contrast gain (Fig.
4b) starts to fall below the SVF’s at a backgrounds
above 104 hy:rec per s. The LVF quantum efficiency
Fig. 5. (a) Bode plots illustrating frequency dependent changes in
amplitude and phase components of the stimulus-response relation-
ship, (G( f )) in a long and short visual fibre at similar levels of
illumination, covering 5 log units, measured using a white noise
contrast stimulus. The minimum phase predicted from the amplitude
spectra for a system with no pure delay are also shown. Arrows
indicate the suppression of low temporal frequencies, a change con-
comitant with light adaptation, occurring almost exclusively in the
short visual fibres. (b) Photoreceptor corner frequencies are indistin-
guishable at low effective photon rates. (c) Under daylight conditions
SVFs achieve a much better frequency response than LVFs.
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Fig. 6. (a) Frequency dependent changes in pure delay estimated from the difference between measured phase delay and predicted minimum phase
(Fig. 5a; Methods) in a long and short visual fibre under identical conditions of illumination covering 4 log units of intensity. (b) Changes in pure
delay as a function of photon catch estimated over flat regions of frequency dependent delay curves. Inset; reduction in delay in long and short
visual fibres is indistinguishable after compensating for the premature loss of quantum efficiency in LVFs. (c) Under daylight SVFs always respond
prior to LVFs.
starts to drop at this same background level (Fig. 2b),
suggesting that it is the LVFs inability to transduce
large number photons that limits their contrast gain
and frequency response.
3.5. LVF and SVF response latency and bump duration
adapt to light le6el identically
The photoreceptor frequency response reflects the
kinetics of phototransduction. The measured phase lag
of the voltage response varies with respect to both
frequency and intensity. Under all adapting conditions
the phase lag increases with frequency, but is much
larger than that predicted from the gain function for a
system with minimum phase (Fig. 5b). It is widely
accepted that this due to the incorporation of a pure
time delay within the phototransduction cascade
(French, 1980), as opposed to being the result of stack-
ing a series of low pass filters (Fuortes & Hodgkin,
1964). The difference between the measured phase and
predicted minimum phase was used to calculate the size
of the pure delay as function of frequency, at different
background light intensities (Fig. 6a). Variability in the
delay at low temporal frequencies is largely the result of
voltage dependent conductances which may introduce
positive phase shifts due to inductive effects (Cole &
Baker, 1941; Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952).
The duration of the pure delay estimated over the flat
regions of the curves is also shown as a function of
effective photon catch (Fig. 6b). The initial decrease in
delay with increasing photon catch is identical in both
photoreceptor classes. Although only two cells from
each class were compared, with further increases in
effective photon rates the LVF delay time begins to
asymptote at around 2.8104 hy:rec per s, 1.4 log
units below the SVF’s asymptote which occurs nearer
7105 hy:rec per s. As a consequence, at 106 hy:rec
per s the LVF delay time of 10.790.4 ms (n2) is
longer than that in the SVFs of 7.990.46 ms (n2). If
the reduction in delay time is corrected for relative
differences in quantum efficiency the early asymptote
characteristic of the LVFs disappears (Fig. 6b; insert).
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Under natural conditions of illumination the LVF de-
lay is always greater than that of SVFs so that the LVF
response lags behind the SVF (Fig. 6c). The time
difference 3–4 ms is remarkably consistent over 5 log
units of background intensity, suggesting that there
could be an advantage to keeping this interval constant.
Impulse responses (Fig. 7) were predicted for two
cells, an LVF and SVF, at the highest and lowest light
levels, by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the
spectral contrast gain functions (Methods). The reduc-
tion in phase lag which occurs with light adaptation is
reflected by a decrease in response latency. At both the
highest and lowest light levels the response time to peak
is shorter in the SVFs, 6.691.52 ms (n3) and 25.69
4.4 ms (n3) respectively compared to 1492.8 ms
(n2) and 35.593.5 ms (n2) in the LVFs. The
improvement in temporal resolution as light level in-
creases, as described above by an increase in corner
frequency, is also evidenced in the time domain by a
narrowing of the response waveform. As expected, this
is more exaggerated in the SVFs, which under natural
conditions achieve consistently higher corner frequen-
cies. SVF response half width decreases from 13.891.7
(n3) ms at around 1011 hy:cm2 per s to 7.891.3 ms
(n3) at around 1015 hy:cm2 per s, compared to a
decrease from 19.4692.2 ms (n2) to 10.291.6 ms
(n2) in the LVFs with a similar increase in illumina-
tion over 4 log units.
We estimated the time course of the underlying quan-
tum events by analysing the spectral characteristics of
Fig. 8. (a) Effective bump duration (T) in long and short visual fibres
as a function of increasing effective photon rate (hy:rec per s),
calculated from the power spectral density of the voltage noise
(Methods). Inset; after compensating for differences in light adapted
quantum efficiencies (Fig. 2), bump durations are indistinguishable.
(b) Under daylight bumps are consistently shorter in the SVFs in
accordance with our estimates of adaptive changes in photoreceptor
corner frequencies.
the voltage noise (Methods). Effective bump duration
was estimated at 6 different adapting background light
intensities. In both classes of photoreceptor a similar
reduction in bump duration occurs up to photon rates
of around 104 hy:rec per s (Fig. 8a). Above this level,
the reduction becomes less pronounced in the LVFs.
However, if a correction based upon the premature loss
of quantum efficiency in LVFs is made, then the differ-
ence becomes much less obvious (Fig. 8a; insert). Al-
though the calculation of effective bump duration relies
on several assumptions (Methods), the difference corre-
lates with our measurements of photoreceptor corner
frequencies. The fact that LVF bumps are consistently
longer than those estimated in the SVFs under identical
natural conditions (Fig. 8b), is strong evidence that
LVFs are slower under normal illumination.
3.6. Light adapted SVFs achie6e consistently higher
signal to noise ratios than LVFs
The most realistic way of quantifying differences in
performance is in terms of a signal to noise ratio
(Methods). In both cell types the SNR increases
steadily with light level (Fig. 9a). Between 10 and 105
hy:rec per s the increase is linear on a log-log plot and
the slope of 0.5 indicates that photon noise dominates.
Above 105 hy:rec per s the SNRs of LVFs and SVFs
diverge. The relative insensitivity of the LVFs made it
impossible to light adapt them beyond 5106 hy:rec
per s but it is apparent that their SNR plateaus at
around 13.392.4 (n5). By comparison, the SVFs
continue to increase their SNR and at 107 hy:rec per s,
it has reached 119923 (n7).
Under natural conditions of illumination these differ-
ences in SNR are exaggerated so that LVFs are consis
Fig. 7. Impulse responses in a long and a short visual fibre at identical
dim and bright levels of illumination calculated by summing together
Fourier components of spectral contrast gain functions (G( f )). The
short visual fibre adapts more strongly, achieving a narrower re-
sponse waveform with shorter time to peak.
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tently worse at coding contrast over the entire intensity
range (Fig. 9b). Their SNRs fall short of those achieved
in the SVFs by a factor of 4 over the range 1012–1015
hy:cm2 per s. At the highest light intensity, 1016 hy:cm2
per s, saturation of the LVFs increases the difference to
approximately 7.
By breaking the signal to noise ratio down frequency
by frequency (Fig. 9c, d) it is clear that under light
adapted conditions SVFs are able to code contrast
effectively over a much broader temporal bandwidth
than the LVFs. At the highest light intensity (1016
hy:cm2 per s) the SNR in the SVFs falls below 10 at
150 Hz, compared to 50 Hz in the LVFs. As noted
regarding the spectral contrast gain function, there is
also a reduction in SNR towards low temporal frequen-
cies in the SVFs, which is less apparent in the LVFs
(Fig. 9c; arrows)
4. Discussion
By applying identical white noise techniques to the
long and short visual fibres we have been able to
compare signal, noise, and contrast gain in two classes
of photoreceptor within the same retina over the full
natural range of light intensities. As a function of
excitation (hy:rec per s) changes in the performance of
long and short visual fibres are broadly similar. How-
ever, under all daylight conditions, SVFs consistently
achieve a higher signal to noise ratio, largely as a result
of their broader frequency response and larger photon
catch. Thus, LVFs code contrast much less accurately.
At low light intensities LVFs maintain a higher level of
absolute gain (mV:hy), compensating for their relative
insensitivity, so that under dim conditions both types of
photoreceptor display a similar level of contrast gain
(mV:unit contrast).
The precise measurement of these differences in sig-
nal quality raises a number of questions. Why do long
and visual fibres differ in their frequency response and
signal to noise ratio? To what extent are the physiolog
ical properties of long and short visual fibres specifically
adapted to the number of photons they intercept? Is
subsequent circuitry designed to take account of the
Fig. 9. (a) Signal to noise ratio (SNR) in long and short visual fibres as a function of effective photon flux (hy:rec per s). At low photon rates,
SNRs are similar in both classes of photoreceptor At higher rates the SNR measured LVFs plateaus whereas the SVFs’ continues to increase. A
slope of 0.5 indicates that photon noise dominates. (b) In daylight, expressed as (hy:cm2 per s), SVFs consistently achieve much higher SNRs,
particularly at high light intensities. (c, d) Breaking down SNR, frequency by frequency, reveals that SVFs outperform LVFs largely as a result
of their larger temporal bandwidth. Arrows indicate the suppression of low temporal frequencies, a feature only observed in light adapted SVFs.
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differences in performance between long and short vi-
sual fibres? How do our findings relate to the vertebrate
retina, given that blue cones, like R7 cells in fly, are
narrowly tuned to short wavelengths and feed unique
chromatic pathways?
4.1. Photon catch is a fundamental limit on
photoreceptor performance
Theoretical predictions, based on known differences
in optics, spectral sensitivities and photoreceptor ge-
ometry, demonstrate that when illuminated with white
daylight, SVFs intercept around 20 times more photons
than LVFs (Fig. 1). Experimental measurements
demonstrated a difference in quantum catch of at least
this magnitude, as indicated by responses to white light
from a Xenon arc lamp. The primary reasons for this
large difference are the wider cross-sectional area and
greater length of the SVFs, but the narrower spectral
bandwidth and higher polarisation sensitivity of the
LVFs also contribute (Fig. 1).
However, although the number of available photons
limits performance over most of the intensity range, it is
not the only factor. At the very highest light levels not
all photons are being used because the maximum Pois-
son event rate, Pmax, stops rising in proportion to light
intensity (Fig. 2b). In the sheep blowfly Lucilia this
decline in quantum efficiency results from the activation
of the longitudinal pupil mechanism (pigment granules
that move close to the rhabdom to attenuate the light
flux) and is abolished in mutants that lack pigment
granules (Howard et al., 1987). Bright lights saturate
the response of the pupil-less mutant, and the resulting
decline in SNR suggests that each photoreceptor con-
tains approximately 5.104 transduction units – a num-
ber that is tantalisingly close to the number of
microvilli in the rhabdomere (Howard et al., 1987).
Because LVFs have narrower, shorter rhabdomeres,
one would expect them to have fewer microvilli and
hence transduction units. Consequently, to protect it
from saturation, an LVF’s pupil should reduce quan-
tum efficiency at a lower Poisson event rate than the
SVF’s. This is what we observe (Fig. 2b). Thus, our
comparison between SVFs and LVFs provides further
evidence that, at highest light levels, the permissible rate
of photon catch is limited by the number of transduc-
tion units (Howard & Snyder, 1983) and hence rhab-
domere length and width.
4.2. Se6eral rhodopsins, one phototransduction cascade?
As a function of absorbed photons, changes in per-
formance were almost identical in the SVFs and LVFs.
Intensity dependent changes in the onset of the macro-
scopic response (Fig. 6) and duration of the underlying
quantal events (Fig. 8) could not be distinguished,
particularly after correcting for the loss of quantum
efficiency (Figs. 2 and 8). In addition, improvements in
frequency response and signal to noise ratio were also
indiscriminable (Figs. 5 and 9). These results imply that
the mechanism of phototransduction is conserved
within the retina of a single fly. This conservatism
contrasts with large interspecific variations in photo-
transduction dynamics which, as exemplified by the
slow cells of Tipulids, correlate with photoreceptor
sensitivity and visual ecology (Laughlin & Weckstro¨m,
1993; Laughlin, 1996). We conclude that LVFs respond
more slowly than SVFs under daylight conditions sim-
ply because they absorb fewer photons.
This conclusion is supported by molecular evidence.
In all invertebrate photoreceptors, photoisomerisation
gates an inward flow of ions via a G-protein coupled,
phopholipase C signalling pathway. Although the de-
tails of this mechanism are not fully established, there
are no known differences between the molecular con-
stituents of the signalling pathways of SVFs and LVFs,
downstream of rhodopsin (Ranganathan, Malicki &
Zuker, 1995).
4.3. Photon catch, gain and contrast normalisation
Given that SVFs and LVFs appear to have identical
phototransduction cascades, the same number of ions is
likely to enter each photoreceptor for every photon
absorbed (assuming equivalent adaptive states and
ionic reversal potentials). Cell specific differences in
membrane voltage gain (mV:ion) must therefore be
responsible for the observed variation in absolute gain
(mV:hy; Fig. 3). The LVFs only express weakly rectify-
ing potassium conductances (Anderson & Hardie, 1996)
and have a smaller membrane surface area (rev. Hardie,
1985), which will tend to boost their input resistance
and increase absolute gain (Hardie, 1985; Anderson &
Hardie, 1996; Anderson, 1999).
An important consequence of maintaining a higher
level of absolute gain is that, for a given photon catch,
LVFs depolarise more than SVFs. We confirm Hardie’s
(rev., 1985) finding that that the increased gain of LVFs
compensates for their lower quantum catch and extend
this observation to light adapted cells. Under natural
daylight illumination, LVFs and SVFs operate at simi-
lar response levels over a wide intensity range (Fig. 3).
We propose that this equalisation contributes to the
ability of SVFs and LVFs to operate with similar
contrast gains (Figs. 4b and 5a) for the following
reason. The relationship between photoreceptor re-
sponse amplitude and intensity follows a hyperbolic
function, according to which the contrast gain increases
with steady state response amplitude to reach a maxi
mum when the level of depolarisation is half maximal
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(rev. Laughlin, 1981, 1989). Consequently, a photore-
ceptor operating with a low quantum catch, the LVF,
must have a higher absolute gain if it is to match the
contrast gain of a photoreceptor operating with a
higher catch, the SVF. The matching is achieved by the
two photoreceptor types having appropriate input resis-
tances and the requisite membrane adaptations are
described elsewhere (Anderson & Hardie, 1996; Ander-
son, 1999). The matching of contrast gains has implica-
tions for the operation of the neural circuits responsible
for integrating and comparing LVF and SVF signals in
achromatic and chromatic pathways.
4.4. Equating photoreceptor inputs and chromatic
processing
Although long and short visual fibres innervate sepa-
rate neuropiles, anatomical evidence implies that infor-
mation from both cell types converge. L3 monopolar
cells convey SVF signals from the lamina to the periph-
eral medulla (Strausfeld, 1989). Here they associate
with inputs from the LVFs, presumably forming the
basis for a trichromatic colour opponent subsystem,
though the precise details are unclear (Strausfeld, 1984).
Without making any assumptions concerning the or-
ganisation of such a subsystem, the normalisation of
retinal contrast gain will ensure that the ratio of out-
puts from different classes of photoreceptors remains
invariant as a function of changing light intensity
(Laughlin, 1981), thus reducing redundancy by facilitat-
ing a rudimentary form of colour constancy.
Our measurements suggest that other input parame-
ters are normalised between channels. SVF and LVF
signal to noise ratios and quantum efficiencies increase
in step over the full range of daylight illumination levels
(Figs. 2b and 9). Maintaining the same relative contri-
butions of signal and noise in the two channels could
simplify subsequent processing. For example, if the
threshold for higher order responses is to be set by the
reliability of the input signals, the same weightings can
be applied to LVF and SVF inputs at all levels of
illumination. Moreover, when comparing outputs from
achromatic and chromatic channels a single type of
thresholding synapse could be used to limit the
throughput of noise. Photoreceptor response delays
also change in step. Irrespective of background, the
SVF response leads the LVF by 3–4 ms. Interestingly,
this lead will tend to compensate for the delay intro-
duced by signal transmission from SVF terminals to
LVF terminals via the interneuron L3. More impor-
tantly, because the difference between SVF and LVF
delay changes relatively little, the need to adjust time
dependent processing to background light level is re-
duced. These arguments, based on detailed measure-
ments of signal quality, suggest that the normalisation
of inputs at the photoreceptor level simplifies subse-
quent processing. However, it should be emphasised
that while retinal normalisation is achieved by a careful
regulation of the structure of photoreceptors, and of
the physiological mechanisms that operate within them
(Anderson, 1999), without a detailed understanding of
the subsequent stages of processing, these inferences
remain speculative.
4.5. Signal quality and optimal strategies for coding
and transmission
Vision is limited by numerous optical and neural
constraints (Barlow, 1961; Land, 1981; van Hateren,
1992; Laughlin, 1994; Sterling, 1998). Several of these
enforce a law of diminishing returns, whereby the
metabolic cost of a bit of information increases with the
rate at which information is gathered (Laughlin, de
Ruyter van Steveninck & Anderson, 1998). As a result,
there is considerable selective pressure to minimise the
total amount of information gathered and to maximise
the efficiency with which this information is acquired.
Efficiency is increased by matching coding mechanisms
to the quality of the signals that they gather and
transmit (Laughlin, 1994). Do the LVFs and SVFs of
fly retina comply with this optimisation principle? Are
the ways in which these cell types code and transmit
information matched to signal quality?
The power spectral distribution of spatial frequencies
in natural scenes follows an inverse square law (Burton
& Moorhead, 1987; Field, 1987). Movement results in
retention of this spectral distribution but now power
can be considered in the temporal frequency domain
(van Hateren, 1992). Because of the relatively small
amount of power present at high temporal frequencies,
cells with a poor signal to noise ratio, like LVFs, are
only able to accurately resolve slower changes in light
intensity. It makes sense to avoid coding high temporal
frequencies, firstly, because of the relatively small gain
in information in relation to the cost of investing in
powerful conductances to improve photoreceptor tem-
poral bandwidth (Laughlin & Weckstro¨m, 1993;
Laughlin et al., 1998) and, secondly, the resultant in-
crease in noise will place an unnecessary burden on the
limited dynamic range of the photoreceptor and its
post-synaptic interneurons (van Hateren, 1992). The
reverse is true for the SVFs where, with a larger photon
catch, the benefits of improving photoreceptor band-
width outweigh the metabolic costs of increasing mem-
brane conductances.
The suppression of high temporal frequencies also
has an important consequence for the structure of
axonal projections from the long and short visual
fibres. Although active processes play a role in the
transmission of signals in bee photoreceptors (Vallett,
Coles, Eilbeck & Scott, 1992), in fly, apart from voltage
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dependent non linearities measured in the region of the
synaptic terminal (Weckstro¨m, Juusola & Laughlin,
1992), signals are conducted passively (non regenera-
tively) and are progressively attenuated with distance.
To minimise the relative contribution of high tempo-
ral frequencies and limit the throughput of noise, LVFs
have long, thin, high impedance axons (Strausfeld &
Blest, 1970; Hardie, 1985; Anderson & Hardie, 1996)
which smear the voltage response over time, reduce
current leakage and sustain transmission over relatively
long distances (Fatt & Katz, 1951). Consequently, the
LVFs can convey signals from the retina, beyond the
lamina, into the medulla. In contrast SVFs have short,
fatter, low impedance axons which attenuate signals
strongly but have a high temporal bandwidth. The
strong attenuation is not a problem because SVFs only
have to transmit signals to the lamina, which lies just
beneath the retina, and the increase in axon bandwidth
facilitates the transmission of the information rich high
frequencies to photoreceptor output synapses. These
observations suggest that the different temporal band-
widths of achromatic (SVF) and chromatic (LVF) sig-
nals contributed to the spatial segregation and layout of
the two pathways. The degrees of freedom offered by
signals of different amplitudes and bandwidths, and by
noise power spectra, may play a more general role in
organising signals in neural networks, although the
significance of this proposition is largely unexplored.
Differences in photoreceptor signal quality also have
profound consequences for the design of the first visual
synapse. Because vesicle release is probabilistic, synap-
tic transmission adds noise. Being a roughly Poisson
process, the signal to noise ratio increases in proportion
to the square root of the number of underlying synaptic
events (Laughlin, Howard & Blakeslee, 1987) so that a
synapse with many release sites has a higher informa-
tion capacity than one with few sites. It makes sense to
match synaptic density to the quality of the signal being
conveyed because of the high metabolic cost associated
with driving a large number of synapses (Laughlin et
al., 1998). In support of this principle, LVF terminals in
the peripheral medulla are short and narrow (Strausfeld
& Blest, 1970) indicating the presence of only a few
synaptic sites per photoreceptor while SVFs makes
numerous synapses with monopolar cells L1 and L2
(Strausfeld & Campos-Ortega, 1973) forming a high
bandwidth pathway carrying the bulk of achromatic
signals from the retina.
Interestingly short visual fibres make far fewer
synapses with L3 monopolar cells (Strausfeld & Cam-
pos-Ortega, 1973), consequently this type of interneu-
ron draws significantly less synaptic current than the L1
and L2 monopolar cells (Hardie & Weckstro¨m, 1990).
The most likely reason for the fly investing less
metabolic resources in the L3 pathway relates to
combining L3 output with that from the long visual
fibres in the medulla, to form the basis for a trichro-
matic colour subsystem (Strausfeld, 1984). In theory,
the number of different hues which can be distinguished
by such a colour system is determined by the number of
combinations of discriminable outputs, as determined
by the levels of signal and noise in the inputs from the
different classes of receptors. It makes sense to dis-
tribute signal and noise evenly over the three chromatic
channels, R7, R8 and L3, because high noise in one
input channel degrades the signal in another. Conse-
quently, the number of synapses used to convey the
high fidelity SVF signal to L3 need only be sufficient to
match the lower SNR of LVFs. This finding illustrates
the importance of considering the context in which
information is utilised when relating signal quality to
system design. For L3, it appears that synaptic fre-
quency is matched to signal quality, not at its input, but
at its destination.
4.6. Photon catch and photoreceptor function
We have established that LVFs are outperformed by
SVFs because they catch fewer photons, a result of
them being more narrowly spectrally tuned and having
short thin rhabdoms. Why does the fly invest relatively
little of its retinal resources in LVFs? After all, if the fly
built LVFs with longer and fatter rhabdomeres they
would achieve photon capture rates and signal to noise
ratios comparable to those measured in the SVFs and
this would improve colour vision.
In dividing resources between chromatic and achro-
matic systems, flies resemble primates. Human psycho-
physical experiments suggest that lower resolution
chromatic signals are fitted to borders that are coded by
a higher resolution achromatic system (Kaiser & Boyn-
ton, 1995; Wandell, 1995). The poor spatial resolution
of primate chromatic mechanisms is reflected in the low
density of short wavelength cones. Likewise in flies,
cells and synapses are concentrated on the high resolu-
tion coding of achromatic signals by SVFs, leaving a
smaller number of LVFs to obtain a coarser rendition
of chromatic cues. Although each ommatidium con-
tains two LVFs, there are four spectral classes, so that
the sampling density of any one class will be half that
of the retinal mosaic (assuming a random distribution;
Kirschfeld, Feiler & Franceschini, 1978) lowering the
spatial bandwidth of wavelength specific signals. To
avoid aliasing incoming colour information during
movement, LVFs would benefit from being tuned to
low temporal frequencies. Thus the high temporal
bandwidth of SVFs would be detrimental for LVFs.
A similar conclusion is reached when considering the
role of LVFs in supplying a subsystem concerned with
processing polarised light (rev. Hardie, 1985). Once
again a poor photoreceptor frequency response may be
advantageous because patterns of polarised light tend
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to be spatially diffuse (Rossel, 1989) so that during
movement most information is represented by low tem-
poral frequencies. In the cricket compound eye, for
example, photoreceptors in the dorsal rim area which
monitor polarised light are defocused (Labhart, Hodel
& Valenzuela, 1984) presumably to enhance low spatial
frequency signals, and minimise contamination by high
frequency noise. Although LVFs are clearly not defo-
cused, and could not easily be as they view the world
through the same facets as the SVFs, under any kind of
movement low spatial frequencies will be preferentially
detected by a system with a poor frequency response
which will tend to blur fine detail.
Perhaps the most compelling reason why the fly
invests less resources in obtaining chromatic as opposed
achromatic signals has less to do with the functional
implications of differences in performance and more to
do with the utility of the signals provided by the
photoreceptors. In the light of recent findings (Laugh-
lin, 1998; Laughlin et al., 1998) demonstrating a pro-
nounced metabolic cost associated with the acquisition
of accurate visual signals, there is clearly an evolution-
ary imperative for organisms to invest resources ac-
cording to the degree to which they enhance
reproductive success. Although the precise extent to
which achromatic contrast as opposed to colour and
polarisation signals influences the number and viability
of fly offspring is not known, there is evidence that
Drosophila mutants which lack R7 cells (se6) are much
less behaviourally affected than mutants which lack
R1-6 but retain R7:8 (ora & rdgB) (Heisenberg, 1979).
4.7. Fly photoreceptors and the design of retinal
channels
Our quantitative comparison of the performance of
chromatic and achromatic photoreceptors in the fly
retina suggests a number of principles of retinal design.
(1) The numbers of photoreceptor of different types,
their bandwidths and their SNRs, demonstrate the divi-
sion between a high fidelity achromatic pathway, the
SVFs, and a low fidelity chromatic pathway, the LVFs.
(2) Resources are concentrated on the more numer-
ous achromatic photoreceptors, the SVFs, much as L
and M cones dominate in the primate retina. Individual
SVFs transduce photons at a higher rate because they
are physically larger, and their absorption spectrum
extends to longer wavelengths, where photons are more
numerous. Like S cones, fewer photons are available to
the LVFs.
(3) LVFs have a slower response than SVFs, as a
result of their lower quantum catch. The resultant
reduction in LVF bandwidth is advantageous for a
noisier system with lower spatial resolution. Mam-
malian chromatic mechanisms are also slower than the
achromatic, although this difference is not necessarily
initiated in the photoreceptors (Kaiser & Boynton,
1995; He & MacLeod, 1998).
(4) Coding by the different photoreceptor types is
co-ordinated over a wide range of background light
levels. Co-ordination is achieved by appropriate adjust-
ments to sensitivity and takes several forms. Differences
between the photon capture rates of SVFs and LVFs
are compensated for by changes in voltage gain (mV:
hy), so that both classes of cell operate at similar
membrane potentials under daylight conditions (Laugh-
lin, 1976; Hardie, 1985). This adjustment both reduces
redundancy (standing differences in signal between
pathways) and equalises contrast gain. As the daylight
level increases, the signal to noise ratios of SVFs and
LVFs, change by equal proportion, even when their
quantum efficiencies are reducing. Furthermore, differ-
ences in response latency remain constant. This co-ordi-
nation of input signal characteristics will simplify
processing at higher levels by reducing background
dependent effects. It is not known whether cones ex-
hibit a similar co-ordination of coding properties.
(5) The spatial layout and synaptic organisation of
neural circuits reflects differences in signal quality. To
preserve their high signal to noise ratio and wide band-
width, the SVFs use larger numbers of output synapses,
placed closer to the site of phototransduction. The
frequency of input synapses is also matched to the
quality of signals encountered at the output. The in-
terneuron L3 has fewer input synapses than the other
achromatic neurons. L3 conveys the achromatic signal
to the chromatic system, where the SNR is lower.
Differences in synaptic frequency have been associated
with changes in signal quality in the mammalian retina
(Sterling, 1998) and turtle short wave cones make fewer
output synapses than the other types (Goede & Kolb,
1994).
This is the most complete comparison of photorecep-
tor performance undertaken to date and demonstrates
how photoreceptor design is matched to signal quality
and reveals some of the important physical and physio-
logical constraints which shape retinal architecture,
neural circuitry and photoreceptor sensitivity. The ex-
tent to which the principles of retinal design apply to
other biological structures is largely unexplored but,
given the many structural and physiological characteris-
tics shared with other neural systems the invertebrate
retina is likely to continue to suggest principles of
general neurobiological significance.
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